
  Lady “J” Quilt Studio Design 
    307-682-2988              Josy Daniel - owner       josymdaniel@gmail.com

Instructor:          Josy Daniel 
Lady “J” Quilt Studio Designs


Gillette, Wyoming

307-682-2988       josymdaniel@gmail.com


      

      I have been quilting for about 17 years and 
started sewing by making my own clothes 
around age 12. Having sewn both garments 
and quilts and…..Quilting is way more fun. 
      I have been teaching for the past 7 years, 
& I love to find or design patterns that look 
complicated and find easier ways to make 
them, so even beginner quilters can make 
them. I want to help keep the art of quilting 
going by passing it down to the next 
generation.

       Studio 180 makes great tools to help 
quilters become better at piecing with each 
new tool they use. The Deb Tucker tools have 
made me a more accurate and better quilter 
and I want to show the tools to every quilter.

Class Length: Full Day                     Skill level: All levels 
Class Size: 20 Students 
Project size:           Throw 36” x 40”               Runner 16” x 42”

Required Supplies: 
 Studio 180 Designs Wing Clipper Tool   reg. $30  - QW24 $27

Magic Wand reg $8  - QW24 $5      Pattern reg. $12.40 - QW24 $10


Instructor will have the wing clipper, wand, and pattern for sale at 
QW prices  plus tax for cash or checks only please. 

                               Pre-class cutting is required.

“Star Shadows” 

This is great project to learn about the Wing Clipper Tool by Studio 180 Designs. You 
will learn to make very accurate flying geese 4 at a time with this tool. After learning 
how to use this tool you will never want to go back to making flying geese the old 
way. You will make the illusion of stars floating above the ground and casting 
shadows below.  Make a small quilt or a table runner with the wing clipper tool.


